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Abstract

Information agents behave like active intelligent front-ends of stand-alone informa-
tion systems. The main purpose of such an agent is to gather intensionally relevant
information in non-local domains. They may either work as individuals or e�ciently
cooperate in order to satisfy their own set of given information search tasks. However,
in particular the need to respect the database autonomy requirements and to cope with
semantic heterogeneity hinders such a cooperation. In this paper we present a solution
for handling the autonomy during decentralized information-gathering by rational co-
operation. For this purpose, methods for terminological knowledge representation and
inference, as well as for utilitarian coalition formation among the information agents,
are used. The decentralized agent-utility calculation bases on the agent's productions,
resulting from executing tasks of �nding dependencies between local terminological in-
formation models. There is no prior need nor a possibility to browse through foreign
database schemas in order to �nd some possibly relevant data. The coalition algorithm
proposed in this paper enables e�cient cooperation via the formation of Kernel-oriented
stable coalitions among rationally cooperating information agents in polynomial time.
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1 Introduction

The increase in the amount of information in the last decades has caused the formation of
multiple heterogeneous, autonomous databases in a decentralized environment as well as their
global interconnections. As a result, the search for semantically relevant, non-local data has
become an exhaustive procedure, either for a human user or for a computerized data-search
server. Several solutions to this information-gathering problem by di�erent types of agent-
based systems are provided e.g., in [1], in the InfoSleuth project [8] or in [5]. In addition,
there is also a recent trend to create mobile software agents capable for an user-dependent
information search in the WWW, e.g. [9].
These approaches are essentially di�erent from that of rationally cooperating information
agents in a decentralized environment introduced in [12]. The latter solves the problem of
recognizing intensional data dependencies between stand-alone databases while respecting
their autonomy requirements by the use of terminological knowledge representation and
inference, as well as methods for utilitarian coalition formation among autonomous agents.
The coalition formation model proposed in [16] leads to individually rational solutions but
does not guarantee stability in a coalition-theoretical sense (cf.Sect.3,[10]). Therefore, in this
paper we present an algorithm which enables utilitarian coalition formation for rationally
interacting information agents in general types of environments with a guaranteed stability,
reachable in polynomial time. We base our solution on the Kernel stability concept from game
theory[10] as done in [22]. The coalition model presented in the latter is inappropriate for
the speci�c case of information agents which shall solve the problem of rational information-
gathering among several decentralized and autonomous databases. Hence, we provide such
a solution by a new Kernel-oriented coalition algorithm in terms of speci�c functions and
procedures to be performed by each information agent locally, state its complexity and
discuss its essential properties.

2 Information Agents

In the literature there can be found many di�erent views on what an agent is; the answer
mostly depends on who poses the question. This is also the case for the term information
agent. In [27] it is de�ned as an agent which has access to at least one, and potentially many
information sources, and is able to collate and manipulate information obtained from these
sources to answer queries posed by users and other information agents. Others restrict the
term to a more linguistic-based negotiation between knowledge-based entities which relies
on a presumed common ontology, e.g. [8, 25].
In our context an information agent is an active, intelligent database front-end trying to
satisfy its own application-speci�c tasks, alone or in cooperation with others, for informa-
tion gathering. The federative agent system FCSI 1 is constituted by a set of cooperative

1FCSI is a shortcut for 'F ederative Cell System for discovery of Interdatabase dependencies'.
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information agents (cf. Fig. 1) which try to rationally coalesce to discover intensionally
relevant information in non-local domains.

Tasks Tasks

For this purpose each FCSI agent builds its own local terminological information model
LIM. Such an information model contains a more linguistic-based description of semantic
aspects of selectively exportable schema data2. Each agent is able to detect several kinds of
interrelation knowledge concerning these schema data locally3 ([12, 15]).
During the coalition formation process each agent rationally decides to coalesce with other
information agents by calculating its own utility on the set of discovered interdatabase de-
pendencies which e.g. satisfy own and/or received search tasks. These utilities and respective
coalition values can be seen as a measure of how close the information agents' domains are
related (cf. Sect. 5). Based on such an interrelation knowledge, each agent can pose directed,
intensional queries on non-local data only to committed members of the same coalition. We
will focus on the coalition formation among the FCSI agents.

3 Game-Theoretic De�nitions and Concepts

Below we provide the de�nitions of game-theoretic concepts which are necessary to under-
stand our coalition formation process.

De�nition 3.1: Cooperative Game (A; v)

Let A be a set of agents ai, i 2 f1; ::ng and C � A be a coalition.

1. Characteristic function (or coalition value function) of the game (A; v) assigns to each coali-
tion C a value which measures its utility achievable as a whole by cooperation among its
members: v : P(A) 7! R+, v(;) := 0.

2For details on the FCSI information agents see e.g. [15]. Some related works are [2, 8] and the LICS/LIKE
project (see e.g. [3]).

3This includes the identi�cation of so-called interdatabase dependencies which are comparable e.g. to the
boolean-valued data dependency predicate in [23].
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2. v(faig) denotes the self value of a single-agent coalition.

3. Each partition of A (a set of non-empty, mutually disjunctive subsets C � A) is called a
coalition structure C, j C j = m � n.

4. A payment con�guration PC = (u; C) for the coalition structure C denotes a payo� distribu-
tion u : P (A) 7! R of coalition values in (A; v) to each agent: (u1; :::; un; C1; :::; Cm),
ui � u(faig); u(R) :=

P
ai2R

ui with u(Ck) =
P

ai2Ck

v(Ck); 8Ck 2 C (E�ciency).

Main assumptions for a game (A; v):

� each C � A is given a value v(C).

� a payment con�guration represents one solution of the game.

� utility units are comparable and transferable among the agents. 2

De�nition 3.2: Super-additive vs. Non-super-additive, cooperative games

Let A be a set of agents ai, i 2 f1; ::ng, (A; v) a cooperative game.

(A; v) is super-additive :, 8Ck; Cl � A : v(Ck [ Cl) � v(Ck) + v(Cl)

(A; v) is coalitional rational :, 8C � A; a 2 A : a 2 C , v(C [ fag) � v(C)

(A; v) is non-super-additive :, 9Ck; Cl � A : v(Ck [ Cl) < v(Ck) + v(Cl)

(A; v) symmetric game :, 8ai; aj 2 A (i 6= j) symmetric

ai; aj symmetric agents :, 8Ck � A; ai; aj =2 Ck : v(Ck [ faig) = v(Ck [ fajg). 2

De�nition 3.3: Properties of a Payment Con�guration PC

Let PC = (u; C) be a payment con�guration for a coalition structure C.

1. Rationality of the PC:

Individually rational 8ai 2 A : ui � v(faig)
Group rational u(A) = v(A)
Coalition rational 8T � A : u(T ) � v(T )
Locally coalition rational 8R � Ck 2 C : u(R) � v(R)

2. Pareto-Optimality of the PC:
pareto-optimal: :9u0 : 8i 2 f1; ::ng u0i � ui
locally pareto-optimal in L = fu(1); :::u(k)g: :9u0 2 L : 8i 2 f1; ::ng u0i � ui. 2

A stable solution of a cooperative game (A; v) is denoted by a set of payment con�gurations
PC which are atleast individually rational. The meaning of the notion of stability depends
on the particular coalition theory it is associated with. Well-known notions of utility division
stability are e.g. those of the Core C, Stable Set S, Bargaining Set M and the Kernel K.
A calculated solution of a given game is called CT -stable (CT 2 fC;S;M;Kg), if all its
PCs are stable in a sense given by the actually considered coalition theory CT . Thereby,
each coalition theory de�nes the possible solution space for a cooperative game. For an
introductory survey of them refer to e.g. [10, 22].
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Since the present work provides a Kernel-oriented coalition algorithm we give the de�nition
of the Kernel K as well as the respective basic calculation scheme, the modi�ed transfer
scheme for a K-stable PC, and omit the other coalition theories.
The Kernel [4] is a set of payment con�gurations PC in which the coalition structure C is
stable in the sense that there is an equilibrium between all pairs of individual agents which
are in the same coalition, i.e. they do not dominate each other in such a PC. It leads
symmetric agents to receive equal payo�s.

De�nition 3.4: The Kernel K

The set of payment con�gurations of a cooperative game, where each pair of agent is in an equilib-
rium is called Kernel
K := f(u; C) j 8ak ; al 2 C 2 C : (ak; al) in equilibriumg, with

1. Excess of a coalition C =2 C with respect to an utility distribution u in (u; C):
e(C; u) := v(C)� u(C).

2. Surplus, or strength, skl of agent ak over agent al in the same coalition (ak; al 2 C 2 C)
with respect to a payment con�guration (u; C): skl := maxR=2C;ak2R;al=2Re(R; u).

3. Agent ak dominates agent al in the same coalition (ak; al 2 C 2 C) with respect to a payment
con�guration (u; C) i� skl > slk and ul > v(falg).

4. A pair of agents ai; ak 2 C 2 C is in equilibrium i�
(skl = slk) _ (skl > slk ^ ul = v(falg))_ (skl < slk ^ uk = v(fakg)). 2

De�nition 3.5: Modi�ed Transfer Scheme for K-stable PC

1. Each sequence (u(1); C); :::; (u(i); C); ::: of payment con�gurations transferring in each step i
positive sidepayments � among the agents ak ; al by the following assignments

(u(i+1); C) :

8>><
>>:

u
(i+1)
k := u

(i)
k + �

u
(i+1)
l := u

(i)
l � �

u
(i+1)
j ; (j 6= k; l) := u

(i)
j

is called a Transfer Scheme. The calculation of � is determined by the considered coali-
tion theory, means the notion of stability. A convergent transfer scheme for K-stable PCs
iteratively computes for a given coalition structure C and an initial payment con�guration
PC0 = (u; C) another payment con�guration (u0; C) which is in the Kernel K.

2. The convergent Transfer Scheme for K-stable PC [24] is determined by the mutual demand
dkl for each pair of agents ak; al as an upper bound for sidepayments �.

Let PC = (u; C), skl surplus of agent ak over agent al in PC, ak; al 2 C 2 C, � � dkl with

dkl :=

(
minf(skl � slk)=2; ulg if skl > slk
0 else
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3. Modi�ed Transfer Scheme for the Kernel K:

Calculation of an "-approximately K-stable payment con�guration PC = (u; C) by termi-
nating Stearns transfer scheme4 for K-stable PC i� the relative PC-kernel error re(u) is

su�ciently small re(u) :=
maxfsij�sji j ai;aj2C2Cg

u(A) � ". 2

There exist also well-known transfer schemes for the Core and the Bargaining Set in game-
theory literature, but no algorithm for calculating a stable payment con�guration and con-
currently forming the respective coalition structures5. Thus, most of the game theory work
only predicts, given a coalition con�guration, how the players (or agents) will distribute the
bene�ts. They do not provide them with an algorithm for the formation of coalitions.
Development of regulations and strategies in an abstract manner for coalition formation in
various environments appear in the area of Distributed Arti�cial Intelligence (DAI), e.g.,
[28, 20, 22, 21, 11]. Recently, interdisciplinary research started to investigate how to adapt
such proposals, if possible, to ones which are appropiate also for application-speci�c envi-
ronments, like in [6, 12, 15, 16].

4 Coalition Formation in DAI

Distributed arti�cial intelligence is concerned with cases in which multiple agents interact
in order to achieve goals. Several solutions to the coalition formation problem have been
suggested by researchers in the �eld of DAI. Some solutions concentrate on the special case
of autonomous agents in a super-additive environment [20, 11, 28], provided for coalition
formation in Multi-Agent Systems (MAS), where each agent tries to increase its own per-
sonal utility via cooperation. Other MAS solutions for general environments are e.g. given
in [22] and in [19]. The latter presents a coalition formation model for bounded-rational
agents, a general classi�cation of coalition games and allows for varying coalitional values
where the value of a coalition depends on the computation time. These solutions strongly
base on the game theory concepts. However, some coalition formation algorithms in DAI
are based on operations research, combinatorial algorithms and graph theory [21]. These are
most appropriate for coalition formation in Distributed Problem Solving (DPS) cases, where
the agents cooperate in order to increase the outcome of the whole system.
In the game theoretic approach (which we adopt), given a payment con�guration PC one
is interested in building various coalition structures that have an utility distribution which
is stable with respect to the considered coalition theory. Thus, game-theory prone coalition
formation algorithms for multiple agents may possess of the following properties

� be computation- or negotiation-oriented.

� be centralized or decentralized.

4The truncated transfer scheme still guarantees convergence since the �-reduction process which leads to
convergence is not modi�ed.

5Note that each transfer scheme in game-theory computes a payo� vector for a given, �xed coalition
structure C.
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� terminate with a polynomial computational complexity.

� provide a stable payment con�guration, optionally pareto-optimal.

� determine behaviour and decision-making process of each coalition unit.

Our algorithm is negotiation-oriented, decentralized, terminates within a polynomial time,
results in a stable payment con�guration, and provides the single, rational information agent
with methods for behavior and decision making.

5 Coalitions of Information Agents

For coalition formation among the rational information agents we adapted the production-
oriented view of [20] for utilitarian coalitions to the FCSI agents' domain. The agents' utility
functions are calculated with respect to the utility from their own knowledge-based produc-
tions, obtained by execution of received or own information search tasks. The utility an
agent obtains when it executes its own search tasks exclusively by itself is denoted as the
agent's self-value. The value of a coalition is the sum of utilities all its members calculate
for their productions. We assume that the agents know of the utility functions, agree on the
utility division method and that side-payments are transferable among the agents. The used
coalition algorithm (cf. Sect. 5.1) converges to individually rational and Kernel-oriented
stable coalition structures (cf. Def.3.1)6.
There is one important negotiation constraint to be satis�ed by all information agents, the
so-called information availability convention for coalitions (IAC). The IAC requires that all
members of a �xed coalition are mutually committed to provide the availability of their local
schema information they used for building the value of their coalition. Consequently, each
search task sent by one information agent to another implies an access-right for the latter to
the respective local schema data of the �rst, if they will be in the same �xed coalition7. Thus,
during negotiation the productions and value of each potential coalition must be projected
to the amount which is contributable to other coalition entities.

De�nition 5.1: Productions, agent utility, coalition value, contributable amount

Let AFCSI be a set of n FCSI information agents, ai; ak; aj 2 AFCSI , C � AFCSI . Let further be

1. p(taktidx;aj) the knowledge-based production of agent ak for own or received search task ttidx
from agent aj , i.e. all discovered interdatabase dependencies between ak and aj with respect
to the search term of task ttidx using all available informations,
Prodsak self-productions for own search tasks restricted on local information model,
Prodak;C set of ak's productions for search tasks received from agents of coalition C,

6Some coalition algorithms which use the so-called bilateral Shapley-Value[11] as a fair and individually
rational division method were provided in earlier work ([12, 13, 16]).

7Note that an exportable local schema data is not necessarily available for all other agents and there may
exist terminological descriptions of local data which are not considered as search task terms. In addition,
every information-search task has to be selectively broadcasted in the FCSI.
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Prodak;C [S] set of parts of productions p 2 Prodak;C which are available for all members of
coalition S,

Prod
(C)
ak;C

[S] set of parts of productions p 2 Prodak;C [S] whose elements relate data exclusively

within the local domains of C8, Prodcaak;C := Prodsak [C][ Prod
(C)
ak;Cnfakg

[C].

2. Agent Utility Function: U type
agentid

(p(taktidx;aj)), with production p(taktidx;aj)

3. Coalition Value v(C)): P(A) 7! R+, v(C) :=
P

ak2C; p2Prodca
ak;C

Uk(p)

4. The contributable amount of the (self-) coalition value for (1- or) n-agent coalition entity C

to another coalition entity S is de�ned as v(C)[S]:=
P

ak2C; p2Prodca
ak;C

[S] Uk(p). 2

Every calculated polynomial Kernel-stable solution is de�ned to be pKS-stable. Di�erent
types of agent utility functions lead to respectively di�erent coalition types. In particular, we
consider formation of coalitions relying on quantitative coalition types. There, each agent's
utility bases e.g. on the amount of satisfaction of submitted own and received search-tasks
(Cti), or only on the amount of satisfaction of all own tasks (Cotsat), or bene�cially on the
amount of satisfaction of received search tasks (Ctserv). Currently we investigate also some
qualitative coalition types concerning a particular degree of task satisfaction.
In general, non-super-additive environments are expected in cases where the increase in the
size of the coalition is costly. There, it may be less bene�cial to form a joint coalition than
to let coalitions remain disjoint. Such costs may arise from internal communication and
coordination requirements. This strongly holds for the case of information agents, because
any connection to another agent is costly both due to communication costs and due to
remote data retrieval costs. Therefore, large coalitions are costly, and the expected utility
from satisfying information search tasks may be less than the overhead of internal coalition
costs. For the considered coalition value function v (Def. 5.1) it can be proven that there
may exist cooperative games (AFCSI ; v) which are non-super-additive9.

5.1 A Kernel-Oriented Coalition Algorithm (KCA)

The following coalition algorithm KCA advances the information agents from one coalition
structure to another in order to increase the agents' payo�, thus increasing rationally mo-
tivated cooperation. In each step, at least one coalition will make an attempt to improve
the payo�s of its members by calculating a respective payment con�guration as a proposal
to another, actually most promising coalition. If both agree on such a proposal it will be
broadcasted to the other coalitions. Thereby, these are temporarily enforced to accept the
corresponding payo� distribution for all agents. Since this a�ects in particular agents which
were not involved in the bilateral agreement, they may be dissatis�ed with their new payo�

8This restriction is immediately implied by the IAC convention.
9This is mainly caused by the restriction on the contributable amounts of productions for coalition value

calculations. Therefore, the coalition environment including Def.5.1 and the IAC is of general type.
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and will react with its proposal to the newly formed agent community in the next round. Ne-
gotiation continues until all proposals of all coalition entities of the currently valid coalition
structure are rejected or a pKS-stable payo� con�guration has been reached or a prede�ned
time-period ends.

Algorithm 5.1: KCA

Let AFCSI set of FCSI information agents, and further be

� csizemin and csizemax given lower and upper bound of coalition sizes for calculating payment
con�gurations,

� rec� proposalsCi
the �rst-come-�rst-served (�fo) queue of proposals (Ct; Ci; PCti) coalition

Ci has actually received from all other coalitions Ct,

� PCrnum con�rmed payment con�guration of the coalition formation round rnum,

� rtime given time-period unit for receiving messages,

� rec�messages the (�fo-)queue of local agent's received messages,

� preferenceListi list of prefered (1- or m-agent) coalition entities in descendent order for (1-
or m-agent) coalition entity Ci,

� paccept; rptimeout and ctimeout boolean ags which indicate if a payment con�guration
proposal is accepted by some representative for all agents in its coalition, and if a given
time-period for receiving proposals from the agent community in each round and coalition
negotiations at all has been exceeded, respectively.

� GetBroadcastedPC boolean ag indicates if a payment con�guration broadcasted by some
coalition as PCrnum has been received.

rnum:=0;
for each agent am do in each negotiation round:

> rnum:=rnum+ 1;
if rnum > 1 then Vote(Ci);

> if agent am is representative of Coalition Ci then perform:
preferenceListi:= Rank(Ci;P(AFCSI) n Ci);
paccept:=false;
for each Cj 2 preferenceListi do

if csizemin � jCjj � csizemax then begin

GetKVal(Ci; Cj); PCrnum
ij := CalculatePC(Cj);

if EvalPC(Ci; Cj; PC
rnum
ij ) then Send(PCrnum

ij ; Cj); end;

repeat Wait(rtime); Qmanage(rec�messages, rec� proposalsCi
); until rptimeout;

for each PCrnum
ki 2 rec� proposalsCi

do

if not paccept then begin

if Compare(PCrnum
ki ; PCrnum

ik ) and Decide(PCrnum
ki ) then begin

acceptik:=true; paccept:=true; Broadcast(paccept,Ck); end; end;

9



for each Ck 6= Ci do

if GetAccept(Ck , rec�messages) then begin

Cik := FormCoalition(Ci; Ck; PC
rnum
ki ); SendCon�rm(Ck);

Broadcast(PCrnum
ki ); PCrnum := PCrnum

ki ; break; end
else

if acceptik=true then begin

SendAccept(Ck);
if GetCon�rm(Ck, rec�messages) then begin

Cik := FormCoalition(Ci; Ck; PC
rnum
ik );

Broadcast(PCrnum
ik ); PCrnum := PCrnum

ik ; break; end; end
else repeat Wait(rtime); Qmanage(rec�messages; rec� proposalsCi

);
until GetBroadcastedPC;

if cptimeout then CancelNegotiation;

Due to space limitations we give a brief, informal description of the used functions.

� function Vote(C: Coalition): performs a majority vote as in e.g. [17]; focus future
communication with C on its voted representative.

� function Rank(C: Coalition; P : Coalition-set)
ranks the other coalitions Ck 2 P wrt. their contributable amounts v(Ck [ C)[C]10

and di�erent coalition types; local calculation of these values bases on productions for
search tasks that were previously received from the Ck agents.

� function GetKVal(Ci; Cj: Coalition): get non-local surplus values for coalition Ci from
representative of Cj, i.e. 8ak 2 Ci; al 2 Cj : get slk (Def.3.1).

� function CalculatePC(C: Coalition): calculates a payment con�guration proposal us-
ing the modi�ed transfer scheme (Def. 3.5).

� function EvalPC(Ci; Cj: Coalition; PCij: Payment con�guration):
check if the bilateral proposal is better for both than the currently valid payment

con�guration, i.e. if
P

ax2Ci[Cj

u
(PCij)
x �

P
ax2Ci[Cj

u(PCrnum�1)
x then EvalPC:=true.

� function Compare(PCrnum
ki ; PCrnum

ik : Payment con�guration):
check if the received proposal PCrnum

ki allows every agent al 2 AFCSI to gain more
bene�t ul than the own one PCrnum

ik calculated for Ck (then Compare:=true).

� function Decide(PCrnum
ki : Payment con�guration):

check if the received proposal PCrnum
ki is better than all other received ones PCrnum

si 2
rec� proposalsCi

by Decide:=Compare(PCrnum
ki , PCrnum

si ).

� function FormCoalition(Ci; Cj: Coalition; PCji: Payment con�guration): forms a
new coalition C = Ci [ Cj wrt the bilateral agreement on the payment con�guration
PCji; this atmost extends coalitions which are already formed in the previous formation
round.

10Note that v(C [ S)[S] = v(C [ S) holds, but for the so-called pure coalition value v�(C) :=P
ak2C;p2Prodsak

[Prod
(C)

ak ;Cnfakg

Uk(p) this is not true (i.p. v
�(C)[C] = v(C)).
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� Send,GetAccept,SendAccept,SendCon�rm,GetCon�rm,Broadcast are communication func-
tions: message sending and acceptance. The details are omitted due to simplicity of
the functions and space limitations.

5.2 Complexity of the KCA

The number of coalitions to be considered during the KCA is

ncoalitions =
csizemaxX
i=csizemin

 
n
i

!
=

csizemaxX
i=csizemin

n!

i!(n� i)!

which is, in the worst case, of order O(ncsizemax ). This may be multiplied by the number of
coalition types, which is a constant and therfore does not a�ect the order of the complexity.
When the agents compute the set of coalitions, the coalitional values and the coalition
structures, the order of complexity is equal to the order of the number of the coalitions.
During the KCA process, an agent is required to compute O(ncoalitions) coalition values and
design O(n) coalition structures. In each iteration round, whenever a coalition structure is
considered, a pKS-stable PC shall be calculated. This is done by CalculatePC, where the
KCA employs a truncated transfer scheme for calculating such PCs. Each transfer scheme
iteration step consists of the following parts:

� ncoalitions excesses are calculated, each requires O(n) calculations. Among the excesses,
the surpluses are searched for. The composite complexity of the excess and surplus
calculations is O(n � ncoalitions).

� The maximum surplus is located by O(ncoalitions) operations. Other calculations are of
a lower complexity.

Summing up, the complexity of one transfer scheme iteration step is O(n � ncoalitions). The
resulting payo� vector of the transfer scheme will converge to an element of the polynomial-
Kernel (with a relative error not greater than ") within n log2(e0=") iteration steps [24],
where e0 is the initial PC error and " is the prede�ned allowed error11.
An agent will perform the transfer scheme O(n) times per KCA iteration round from which
there are in turn O(n). Other procedures performed during the KCA are of lower com-
plexity concerning the functions studied above. Therefore, the complexity of the KCA per
agent is O(n3ncoalitions) computations. In addition to the computational operations, some
communication operations are required. In general, each agent is required to perform O(n)
communication operation per KCA iteration round, and this is done O(n) times. Therefore,
the communication complexity per agent is O(n2).
The most calculation-consuming step concerns the knowledge-based recognition of interre-
lations. This shall be performed prior to starting the KCA. There, each agent ai performs
o(n2) computational operations [16].

11Note that the logarithm does not depend on n, and therefore does not a�ect the order of complexity,
although it may contribute a large factor.
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5.3 Properties of the KCA

The KCA strongly relies on local computations and respects the IAC requirement to be
satis�ed by the information agents. In particular, each agent

� receives for local proposal calculation from another possible coalition that excludes it
only the surplus values which are not locally computable, or

� locally calculates the amount of coalition values contributable to other coalition entities
by itself. Such calculations are restricted to coalitions in which it is a member.

Since, during the formation process, coalitions can vary, following the IAC access to remote
schema data is possible only within a �xed coalition at the end of the process. Other coali-
tion algorithms for rational information agents which can also be used for super-additive
and not-super-additive environments are in [12, 16]. However, there exist algorithms which
could may be adapted to this environment as well. But most of them assume (explicitly or
implicitly) complete information for each agent. This is in contradiction with the IAC re-
quirement for information agents. In addition, some stable algorithms seem to be better than
e.g. the one presented in [16]. They provide perfect stability wrt the considered coalition
theory, but with exponential computation e�orts (e.g. the Bargaining Set). In contrast, in
the information agents case we need a reduction to a polynomial complexity. This is satis�ed
with the KCA as proved in the previous section. The KCA is an anytime algorithm, i.e. it
will provide the agents with an individually rational, pKS-stable payment con�guration and
associated coalition structure at any time it terminates, but it does not necessarily lead to
a Pareto-optimal payment con�guration12.
In each negotiation round a pKS-stable con�guration will be accepted by the agent com-
munity. Moreover, the algorithm provides each agent with a regulation method to choose
among proposed con�gurations due to its personal rationality.
Since each agent could modify or delete some of its own search-tasks or create new ones,
agents must be able to react on such a changing environment. Varying the known set of
information-search tasks in the FCSI causes several reactions by the agents. It will in partic-
ular modify the set of discovered interdatabase dependencies, thus may change the agents'
utilities. This in turn a�ects the coalition formation process. There will either be a new
attempt to converge to a pKS-stable coalition structure, using the last calculated payment
con�guration as an initial one for continuing the formation process, or, if such changes in
the task set are continous, there will be in�nitely many KCA iterations.

6 Conclusion

We introduced a coalition algorithm which enables utilitarian coalition formation for ra-
tionally interacting information agents in general environments with a guaranteed Kernel-
oriented stability which is reachable in polynomial time. Such information agents solve the

12However, to guarantee this property all possible coalition structures must be considered, i.e. in exponen-
tial time. Moreover, for each of them there may exist an in�nite number of real-valued payo� distributions.
In addition, Pareto-optimal PCs are not necessarily individually rational for a speci�c agent.
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problem of information-gathering among several decentralized and autonomous databases
by rational cooperation. The solution is provided by a new coalition algorithm in terms of
speci�c functions and procedures to be performed by each information agent locally. It is a
polynomial anytime algorithm and respects the speci�c requirements the FCSI agents have
to deal with. In addition, it can be adapted for an utilitarian, decentralized information-
search in the Internet.
Toward an implementation of FCSI information agents an Interactive Development Envi-

ronment for the speci�cation and simulation of Agent Systems IDEAS [15] as well as the
knowledge-based component [7] has been implemented on HP-UX and SUN-Solaris work-
stations. For �rst simulation results of the basic negotiation schema of the KCA we refer to
[22]. Ongoing research mainly focus on further investigations of several coalition types and
the integration of uncertainty.
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